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cc|document configurator
Design your documents without Visual Studio

Company specific layouts

Multilanguage support

No programming skills required

Multiple layouts for single documents

21 ready to use documents

cc|document configurator

Simplified Approach to Designing Document Layouts in Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Highlights
`` Reduces implementation time and cost
`` No programming skills required
`` Design your documents without Visual Studio or
the native report designer
`` Support end users to take ownership of designing
the printouts
`` 21 ready to use ‘out-of-the-box’ documents
`` Multilanguage support
`` Company specific layouts
`` Multiple layouts for a single document
Built on Microsoft Dynamics® NAV, the cc|document
configurator simplifies the process of modifying
Windows Clients printouts.
cc|document configurator takes the design work
from the native report designer and Visual Studio
and brings it into a setup environment in Microsoft
Dynamics NAV. This allows customers and consult
ants to do modifications without any programming
skills; but remains flexible enough for programmers
to write special code through code units, if needed.
Document Layouts 
Document Layouts inside Microsoft Dynamics NAV
control the design of your printouts. Here you can
define the sections on the printouts using a configuration containing tables, filters, fields, font types,
variables, formulas, and more. Each printout can
have multiple layouts that can be selected by the
user when printing. Document Layouts can be imported and exported through XML files, which enables
moving the configurations between different
companies in Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Through the
Phantom Document Layout feature, it is possible to
configure common sections in a single place; like
footers that are the same on different printouts.
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Document Layout: Order Confirmation

Ready to use 
The Tectura Document Configurator comes with 21
predefined layout templates that are ready to use
as they are or as a base for making further modifications. This add-on was developed as a standalone
solution that requires minimal modifications to the
standard objects. Installation is easy.
Predefined Layouts included:
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``
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``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``

Blanket Purchase Order
Blanket Sales Order
Finance Charge Memo
Order
Order Confirmation
Picking List
Prod. Order-Job Card
Purchase-Return Ship
Put-away List
Reminder
Return Order Confirmation
Sales-Credit Memo
Sales-Invoice
Sales-Shipment
Sales Quote
Statement
Transfer Order
Transfer Shipment
Warehouse Movement
Whse-Shipment
Work Order

cc|document configurator

Simplified Approach to Designing Document Layouts in Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Document texts 
Different texts and languages are managed through
Document Texts. A Document Text carries translations to different languages and gives you the ability
to change the labels and text used on all printouts
in one place. The Tectura Document Configurator
comes preloaded with Document Texts in 22 different
languages.
Languages included:
DAN Danish
DEA German (Austria)
DES German (Switzerland)
DEU German (Germany)
ENA English (Australia)
ENC English (Canada)
ENG English (United Kingdom)
ENI English (Ireland)
ENU English (United States)

ENZ English (New Zealand)
ESM Spanish (Mexico)
ESP Spanish (Traditional Sort)
FRA French (France)
FRB French (Belgium)
FRC French (Canada)
FRS French (Switzerland)
ITA Italian (Italy)
ITS Italian (Switzerland)
NLB Dutch (Belgium)
NLD Dutch (Netherlands)
NOR Norwegian (Bokmal)
SVE Swedish
AdditionaL Applications 
In addition to managing the layouts of the typical
Microsoft Dynamics NAV printed documents, the
Tectura Document Configurator can also be used to
generate item labels, list printing and Microsoft Excel
exports.

New Report Order Confirmation
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RESELLER PROFILE
Naviona is a Microsoft partner and Dynamics NAV reseller with a long history of implementing and supporting the
manufacturing verticals from COSMO Consult. As the premier reseller we have become the go-to partner for
advanced manufacturing implementations based on Dynamics NAV in the US.
Naviona is the ‘Navy SEALs of Dynamics NAV’; we are experienced, well trained and we get the job done. Our
customer base is primarily manufacturing and distribution companies where finance, operations and inventory
management are in focus.
The services provided includes everything from project management to development, we do full Dynamics NAV
implementations, optimizations of business processes and ongoing support. We are also available if you just want
a second opinion about something related to Dynamics NAV.
Our team is located across the US, from Tampa in the southeast to San Diego in the west. Feel free to contact us
for more information or to request a demo.

Naviona, LLC
Phone: +1 813 512 9944
E-mail: info@naviona.com
Web: www.naviona.com
Visiting address:
3314 Henderson Blvd, Suite 100C
Tampa, FL 33609, USA

